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Ever since I read the intriguing first chapter of Tell a Thousand

Lies by Rasana Atreya, I had been looking forward to read the

book. It was not only because it had been short listed for the

Tibor Jones South Asia prize, nominated for the 2012 Global

eBook Awards, has a unique rural setting in a remote village

in Andhra Pradesh and a fantastic premise of a girl who is

forced to masquerade as a Goddess. It was the writing which

is of the kind that makes the reader eager to turn the pages

and find out the rest of the story.

From the very first sentence, this is one of those books that

pulls the reader into its world, and makes one genuinely care

about the characters and their lives. And so after reading the

first chapter, I could not wait to find out what happened to the

protagonist Pullamma.

Tell a Thousand Lies commences its story in the remote

village of Mallepalli in Andhra Pradesh in the year 1986,

where Pullamma, a sixteen year old girl from an impoverished

family lives with her grandmother and two sisters. Unlike her

pretty and clever twin Lata who aspires to be a doctor,
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Pullamma has simple dreams of cooking and cleaning for a

husband who would provide her with three full meals a day

and a municipal water tap, and children to whom she would

give beautiful names, even though she is aware of her limited

matrimonial prospects owing to her dark complexion and lack

of dowry and is more or less resigned to her fate.

Pullamma is jolted out of her idyllic existence during her elder

sister’s bride-seeing ceremony when a powerful politician of

the locality projects her as a living goddess and the

superstitious villagers begin to treat her as one, queuing up to

seek her blessings. From then, her life takes a number of

curious twists and turns as she tries to escape her fate of

being deified. She flees her village several times only to be

brought back again by the evil politician who exploits her

‘divine presence’ for political gain. In between the cycles of

having divinity thrust on her, Pullamma gets married, has a

child, is estranged from her family, acquires higher education

and through it all, emerges as a confident woman who is

finally able to face her nemesis and stand up for herself and

her loved ones.

I loved how the character of Pullamma had been developed

from a happy go lucky teenager to an educated professional

who gets rid of the fairness creams that she has used since

childhood when she finds that her worth lies not in her

complexion but in her education, career and her values of

doing the right thing by her family and society.

The other characters too have been portrayed interestingly.

Pullamma’s husband Srikar who is a decent young man who

is attracted to her quiet dignity, her grandmother Ammamma

who speaks in delightfully rustic tones, her twin Lata who

makes one mistake for which she pays dearly, her friends at

the village, the housing colony and the women’s home, her

mother in law and wicked grand father in law, well-meaning

village headmasters, eccentric neighbours, gullible devotees
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– all of them come alive and walk about the pages of the book

as they carry the story forward.

The story brings up several social and political issues such as

the status of rural women in the eighties in an Indian village,

the impact of complexion on a girl’s self esteem, the

continued prevalence of superstitions in present times, the

unscrupulous politicians who exploited the beliefs of illiterate

villagers and the need for education towards women’s

emancipation. However it does so in a subtle manner,

bringing out these issues through the story. Best of all, it

depicts the strength of character of the main protagonist who

prefers to stand up and fight rather than run away or take the

easy way out, unlike Lata who turns bitter and vicious after

she loses her grip on life, or her friend Geeta who betrays her

out of fear and for monetary gain.

Some scenes are especially worth mentioning – the hilarious

depiction of Malli’s bride-seeing ceremony, Pullamma’s

escapades with Chinni at school, the pickle making sessions

with her friends, the vignettes of Hyderabad as seen by

Pullamma during her outings with Srikar, her bonding with her

long lost son Ved through simple conversations among

others. The prose is straightforward at times getting straight

to the story, and lyrical at others.

This is a delightful book, one that can be read at several

levels – as serious literary fiction or simply as a well written

story. Atreya mentions on her website that she has two more

books currently in progress – Tell A Lie, Beget A Daughter and

The Temple Is Not My Father. I look forward to read them both,

and more from this promising new author.
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